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論文の要旨  
Summary (Abstract) of doctoral thesis contents 

 
The solar photosphere is well-defined as the solar surface layer, covered by enormous number of 

bright rice-grain-like spot called granule and the surrounding dark lane called intergranular lane, 

which is a visible manifestation of convection. A simple scenario of the granulation is as follows. 

Hot gas parcel rises to the surface owing to an upward buoyant force and forms a bright granule. 

The parcel decreases its temperature through the radiation emitted to the space and its density 

increases to satisfy the pressure balance with the surrounding. The resulting negative buoyant 

force works on the parcel to return back into the subsurface, forming a dark intergranular lane.  

	 The enormous amount of the kinetic energy deposited in the granulation is responsible for 

various kinds of astrophysical phenomena, e.g., heating the outer atmospheres (the chromosphere 

and the corona). To disentangle such granulation-driven phenomena, an essential step is to 

understand the three-dimensional convective structure by improving our current understanding, 

such as the above-mentioned simple scenario. 

  Unfortunately, our current observational access is severely limited and is far from that 

objective, leaving open questions related to vertical and horizontal flows in the granulation. The 

first issue is several discrepancies in the vertical flows derived from the observation and 

numerical simulation. Past observational studies reported a typical magnitude relation, e.g., 

faster upflow and slower downflow, with typical speeds of ≈ 1 km/s in both directions. This 

faster upflow trend is opposite to that in numerical simulations, in which downflow is faster than 

upflow imposed by gravitational attraction and gas pressure gradients. Besides, the flow speeds 

in numerical simulation are much faster than those in the observation. The second issue is that, 

while determining the amplitude of the horizontal flow is a key element in understanding the 

three-dimensional convective structure, this amplitude is severely hindered. The energy injection 

from the photosphere into the corona depends strongly on this amplitude. While preexisting 

numerical models successfully reproduce the hot corona by adopting amplitude of typically 1 

km/s, previous observational works reported a few hundred m/s.  

	 For tackling those two questions, attaining high spatial resolution is a key to success. 

Insufficient resolution blends the signals from granules and intergranular lanes each other, which 

makes downflow signals from narrow intergranular lanes preferentially canceled with upflow 

ones. The required spatial resolution is even demanding for a derivation of the horizontal flows. 

Their Doppler signals can be recorded at the solar limb, where the line-of-sight (LOS) of an 

observer is aligned with the horizontal direction to the solar surface. Any solar limb observations 

are subjected grossly to the spatial degradation effect, namely the foreshortening effect.  

	 Unfortunately, the resolution performance of the current observational instruments is still 

insufficient for this purpose, even with the Hinode spacecraft, which has the highest spatial 

resolution among the current space-borne telescopes. The author challenges to improve the image 

quality by developing a deconvolution technique, which is a compensation method for optical 

distortion, diffraction, and scattering of light in an imaging instrument. While conventional 
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deconvolution techniques have a problem in amplifying the noise signal, our deconvolution 

technique adopts a regularization term designated to suppress the noise amplification. Through a 

verification work with a synthesized granulation image, our deconvolution technique is 

confirmed to retrieve a non-degraded image by successfully avoiding the noise enhancement.  

	 This study uses spectral data provided by the Hinode satellite, and its data quality is improved 

by our deconvolution technique. The examined dataset covers almost all the angles from the solar 

disk to the limb (0o-83o in the solar latitude) so that we reasonably diagnose the horizontal flow 

with multiple LOS angles to the granulation.  

	 We summarize separately the scientific results of the vertical and horizontal flows.  

(i) Vertical flows  

Our deconvolution provides a tiny scale of intergranular downflowing distribution. Upflows in 

the edge of each granule transform to downflows. Regarding downflows, we detect two different 

phenomena with the deconvolution: pre-existent intergranular lanes become generally wider, 

occupying larger areas, but also narrow intergranular lanes, hindered by the scattered light 

contamination, newly appear. The LOS velocity ranges from -3.0 km/s (upward) to +3.0 km/s 

(downward) after the deconvolution while it does from -2.0 km/s to +1.5 km/s before the 

deconvolution. The downflow speed is more enhanced than upflow one. This is because the 

deconvolution processing reasonably corrects for a preferential cancellation of Doppler signals in 

darker intergranular lanes. Thus, deconvolution changes the magnitude relation from faster 

upflow and slower downflow to almost comparable. These characteristics, i.e., up- and downflow 

magnitude relation and their flow speeds after deconvolution, match closer to those derived from 

numerical simulations. Therefore, correcting the instrumental scattered light contamination 

produces results that are in agreement with those predicted by numerical simulations.  

 

(ii) Horizontal flows  

Our deconvolution technique relaxes the foreshortening degradation, providing accessible solar 

latitudes from 0o	 (purely vertical to the observer) to 53o. In root-mean-squared (RMS) amplitude, 

the measured LOS velocity monotonically increases from 0.9 km/s to 1.6 km/s along the latitude 

of 0o to 53o. A horizontal flow of 1.6 - 1.9 km/s in RMS matches the above amplitude variation, 

which is two or three times larger than those reported before. Our amplitude exceeds 

theoretically-required values in all the preexisting coronal heating models for reaching the 

typical coronal temperature (e.g., one million degree).  

 

(iii) Three-dimensional convective velocity field 

The granulation generally represents a radial divergent flow from a granular center, and small 

parts of the flow streams along the azimuthal direction. From the three-dimensional convective 

flow structure, derived with deconvolution, we discover the fastest horizontal flow in 

intergranular lane.  
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While our conventional understanding regarded intergranular lanes as simply-downflowing 

region, this study suggests that the horizontal flow, initially accelerated from the center of 

granular cells, moves outwards until it reaches intergranular lanes.  

 

Our deconvolution technique makes it possible to describe the solar surface convection with 

unprecedented high data quality. Consequently, this study remarkably pushed forward our 

understanding of not only the granulation but also the granulation-driven phenomena pervading 

the sun. 
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